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3 Modern Farmhouse 17 Spring Kitchen
A unique kitchen style that
combines the comfort of Farmhouse with modern elements
of design.

5 High-Tech Kitchen
Appliances

A look at smart appliances and how they can be
integrated in a high-tech
home.

Decorations

Ready for Spring makeover?
Prepare your kitchen with
Spring decorations
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Pendant Lightning
These fixtures not only
provide illumination in the
kitchen, but also serve as
decorative pieces as well.

Springtime
Recipes
Welcome warmer
weather and dig in with
these delicious
spring recipes.

21 Set of the Season

Professional kitchen appliances that get their “big
break” on the set of Fox’s
new TV show, THE MICK.
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Modern
Farmhouse

A kitchen style that combines Farmhouse charm, like subway tile, apron sinks, and rustic
wood, with modern/industrial elements such as darker colors, unique lighting, and different
color hardware.

Mix & Match

These two kitchens share some
similar features. The large dark
tables, open wooden shelving,
rustic ceiling beams, and apron
sinks resemble a farmhouse
style. The kitchen on the left
uses a unique industrial style
chandelier while the kitchen below strays from white cabinets
and adds some color with darker seating.

Bright Light

While the all white cabinets and subway tile
backsplash are strictly farmhouse elements, the
chrome lighting adds an industrial and modern
touch to this kitchen.
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This kitchen has all the
farmhouse classics like
rustic wooden beams and
white counter tops. But, the
light fixtures and iron window frames add industrial
flare.

WELCOME TO THE DARK SIDE

The kichen below changes things up by choosing
a dark cabinets instead of classic white. But they
keep the farmhouse charm with the apron sink and
dark wood floors.

Paint Colors

Create the look with classic “greige”
colors and pops of darker neutrals.
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HIGH-TECH
ADDITIONS
YOU NEED IN YOUR
KITCHEN!

Appliance technology has continued to evolve
in a huge way. Kitchen appliances are getting
faster and smarter to help you maximize your
time.

“CAMERAS IN YOUR FRIDGE, BECAUSE WHY NOT?”
The Samsung Family Hub smart fridge has a massive 21.5-inch
HD LCD display on the right hand side, that will connect to your
smartphone allowing you to play music, display your photos,
stream radio all while entertaining your guests while keeping
track of those important grocery notes. There are three cameras
that take a photo of the inside of the fridge about 10 seconds after
you close the door.
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TECH ISN’T JUST FOR SMARTPHONES AND TVS

LET’S TURN THE SPOTLIGHT ON HOME APPLIANCES
GE

WIFI CONNECT

SAMSUNG

Free-Standing Convection Range

Slide-in Range with Flex Duo Oven

Turn your smart phone
into a remote control
for your appliances!
Preheat your oven by
turning it on using
your phone, set timer alerts for when you
are baking or roasting,
and change the oven’s
temperature from anywhere.

This oven is great for chefs
of any level. For newbie
chefs, the cooktop projects
virtual LED flames onto
your pot, so you’ll always
know when a burner is on.
For the pros, the “FlexDuo Oven” means you can
cook two separate dishes at completely different
CHEFS OF ANY LEVELtemperatures.

THE WORLD’S MOST
VERSATILE OVEN?
This Wolf oven combines
steam and convection modes
with a series of pre-set programmed recipes so that all
you have to do is put the
food in — the oven does the
work of figuring out which
modes to apply to get the
best results.

CHOOSE YOUR BREW
You can even tell the oven
what time you want your
dish to be ready, and it will
turn on and adjust the cooking process as necessary to
finish at exactly the right
moment.

The single serve brewer is
designed to accept a variety of K-Cup pods so you
can enjoy coffee, tea, cider,
and hot cocoa all from the
refrigerator. Plus, it’s dishwasher safe for easy cleanup.
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Springtime
Recipes

Now is the time to add fresh ingredients to
your favorite meals. Whether it’s vegetables in
you pasta or mint leaves in your drink, refresh
yourself this Spring with these fun recipes.

Springtime

Veggie Pasta Primavera
Loaded with a rainbow of springtime vegetables and lots of
Parmesan, this garden-fresh pasta primavera is a delicious
and healthy spring dish!

In gre die n ts

• 1 lb farfalle pasta
• 2 cups fresh broccoli florets
• 2 cups asparagus spears,
trimmed and cut into 2-inch
pieces
• 1 large sweet pepper, diced
• 1 medium onion, diced
• 4 cloves garlic, minced
• 3 tablespoons olive oil
• 1 cup fresh spinach, roughly
chopped
• 1 cup frozen peas
• 1 cup cherry tomatoes, halved
• 1/4 cup lemon juice
• 2 tablespoons minced fresh basil
• Salt and Pepper to taste
• Grated Parmesean cheese for
topping

How It’s Made

1) Cook pasta according to package instructions, reserving 1/2
cup pasta cooking water. Set aside.
2) In a large skillet over medium-high heat, saute broccoli, asparagus, pepper, onion, and garlic in olive oil until veggies are
just tender, about 7-10 minutes. Stir in spinach, peas, and cherry
tomatoes and continue cooking an additional 5 minutes.
3) Remove cooked veggies from heat and stir in cooked pasta.
1/2 cup reserved pasta cooking water, lemon juice, and basil.
Season with salt and pepper to taste and top pasta primavera
with grated Parmesan cheese. Serve warm.
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via WholeAndHeavenlyOven.com
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LEMON GARLIC
SHRIMP & Spiralizer
VEGGIE PASTA
Spring is the time for fresh vegetables on your table.
This pasta spiralizes three different veggies to leave
you with a colorful, tasty dish for everyone to enjoy!

Ingredients

* 2 large zucchini
* 2 large yellow squash
* 2 large carrots
* 1 pound (20 to 24 count)
peeled and deveined shrimp
* 3/4 cup butter
* 4 cloves garlic, minced
* 1 teaspoon salt
* 1/2 teaspoon coarsely ground
pepper
* 1/2 cup chicken broth plus 2
tablespoons, divided
* 1/4 cup fresh lemon juice
1 tablespoon cornstarch
* 1 teaspoon lemon zest
* 2 tablespoons capers, drained
* Chopped fresh parsley
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How It’s Made

1) Using a Spiralizer, make spirals of zucchini, yellow
squash and carrot; set aside. In a large saucepan over high
heat, boil water. Blach veggie pasta very quickly, 15 to 30
seconds. Drain and set aside.
2) In a large skillet over medium-high heat, melt butter.
Add garlic and cook until tender, 1 to 2 minutes.
3) In a small bowl, dissolve cornstarch in 2 tablespoons
chicken broth. Add to skillet with shrimp, remaining chicken broth, lemon juice, salt and pepper. Cook until shrimp
are opaque throughout and sauce is thickened, about 2
minutes.
4) Stir in lemon zest and capers. Serve over veggie pasta
5) Sprinkle with parsley before serving.

via www.hamiltonbeach.com
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Ginger
Kombucha

Cocktails

If you’ve been afraid of kombucha, here is
where you have to start. Sweet, gingery and
sparkly... it makes the perfect mixer!

Drink Up
1) Fill a small glass with crushed ice. Pour in 1 part
vodka and 1 part kombucha.
2) Add a few sprigs of mint and a lemon slice.
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via www.loveandlemons.com

Ingredients
> crushed ice
> vodka
> ginger kombucha
> mint
> lemon

Hanging

Pendant Lights
For Your

Kitchen Island

Modern pendant lights are quickly becoming fascinating works of art. Apart from offering lots of illumination, they bring along with them beautiful balance and contemporary style. With an amazing array of pendant light designs now available, the lighting
above your kitchen island does not need to look dull and boring anymore. While there are
several lighting options for every kitchen, elegant pendant lights clearly steal the show.
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Fashionable
& Functional
They not only give
you the right illumination that allows you
to get the work done
on the kitchen countertop, but also act as
great decor additions
even during daytime.
When natural ventilation takes over, pendant lights still seem
to retain their enigmatic charm. Here are
some interesting and
exceptional
design
ideas that will hopefully inspire you to
add pendant lighting
above your kitchen island as well.

via www.decoist.com
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Decorations
For Your
Home

17

EasySpring

Centerpiece

To pull together an easy, affordable,
everyday centerpiece for Spring, you just
need a few fresh elements and a little
color.

You just can’t help but smile at bright yellow
and white tulips. Divide three bouquets between two mason jars and wrap the jars with
paper doilies and twine. Throw some fresh
picked lemons into a nice glass vase and your
centerpiece is complete. It’s that easy!

via www.simplyklassichome.com
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Make this easy,
DIY Spring Tulip Wreath
for your front door.

What You Need:
Grapevine Wreath
Tulip Bushes
Wire Cutters
Ruler
Greenery Garland

Step 1: Put your wreath
on a flat surface. Add the
greenery throughout.
Step 2: Roughly place your
tulip bushes around the
wreath to see what pattern
you want to use.
Step 3: With wire cutters,
cut the tulip bushes apart.
The stems should be about
10 inches long.
Step 4: Starting at the
top of your wreath, begin
sticking the tulips into the
grapevine. For the left side,
make sure to place the
stems so the blooms are
pointing up and to the left.
Vice versa for the right side.

via www.onsuttonplace.com
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ESR’S SET OF THE SEASON:

Set Decoration By:

DORIT HURST
She is known for her work on
Thirteen (2003), The Time Machine (2002), and ER (1994).

THE MICK is a no-holds-barred single-camera comedy that gives
new meaning to the phrase “dysfunctional family.” Mackenzie aka
“Mickey” is an unapologetic degenerate, who suddenly finds herself stuck in affluent Greenwich, CT raising her spoiled niece and
nephews. It’s pretty much everything Mickey has never wanted.

WOLF 36” Professional
Gas Cooktop - 5 Burners

Five dual-stacked burners
give you greater control
over a wide range of heat
output, from 18,000 Btu for
restaurant-quality sears
and 25% faster boiling
times to a mere breath of
flame for gentle simmering
of soups and sauces.
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SUB-ZERO 36” Built-In
French Door Refrigerator/
Freezer

Dual refrigeration provides
the ideal humid yet chilly
conditions for fresh foods,
along with dry, frigid air
for frozen and convenience
foods.

SUB-ZERO Integrated
Wine Storage

It has two individually controlled storage
zones, so you can store
and serve both reds and
whites at the proper
temperature.

WOLF 30” M Series
Professional Built-In
Double Oven

Wolf’s most advanced
dual convection ever,
it quickly saturates
the oven cavity with
consistent heat across
all racks. The cooking
modes are precise and
intuitive!

WOLF Four Slice
Toaster

This toaster handles
the thickest slices with
poise and gives you
precise control for the
full continuum of the
toast-browning spectrum from crisp and pale
to dark brown with a
crunch.
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